Towards a Disability Equality Scheme at Ox Close Primary School
Disability Equality Action Group – Pupil Voice Group
(Sam, Becky, Katie, Daniel)
Photographs of things that help us learn and keep safe:
Helps to learn alphabet.

Helps to learn alphabet and if you can’t read the pictures
can show you what it means.

It’s got the alphabet, cards to learn you the letters and a
spinning board with pictures if you don’t know how to read.

Actions words to help in your writing.

Help you learn about houses and it’s got pictures.

About houses and how they can feel, it’s good for blind
people ‘cos they can feel it.

About writing, it shows you the things you use in writing.

All different words to help you learn.

The alphabet arc it shows a e i o u – the vowels and both
lower case and upper case.

Because it helps you to tell a story and if you can’t read it’s
help because you can think about what they are trying to
say.

Words and pictures to help you write.

Toys to help you tell a story.

Another alphabet arc.

Where you work with teaching assistants to read and write.

It’s got writing to help you.

It helps you with sentences and gives you words to use as
openers.

Number cards and blue paper to help you see.

Times tables help sheets.

Timetable pictures.

Feeling chart board – to help us learn how we and other
people feel.

Whiteboards help.

This helps you to learn how to spell difficulty.

Interactive Whiteboards help people who can’t write well.
You can look at them to get help.

Green is ok, if it’s green people hear better.

Water stops you from dehydrating and if you don’t have
water left you can refill at the fountains. If you dehydrate
you get headaches and you don’t learn as well.

Accelerated reading books help people to learn to read.

Music helps you learn to cooperate.

Miss Walton is a special person. She takes groups out to
help them improve on things.

The bars help me.

New equipment with multi coloured keyboards to help make
typing more enjoyable.

My laptop helps me to write.

Brain gym helps our brain get active. Mrs Dunn is very nice
and friendly like all the other staff. I like to go out of class
with her!

2. Photographs of things that don’t help us learn and keep safe:
Too much noise!

Children who don’t respect others or bully people.

The steps are hard for some people.

Working on the floor or in corridors.
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